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The URL…
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/is/research/projects/rdmrose

An Open Educational Resource on RDM
tailored for information professionals

Design approach to learning materials
Literature and
existing curricula

Focus groups
with library staff

• List of potential library
roles

• List of topics /
required
competencies

Feedback from
training sessions
with library staff
• Revised list of
topics

• Participatory design process
• Process based or emergent curriculum
• Trialled with 50+ library staff at Leeds, Sheffield
and York

Module overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Introductions, RDM, and the
role of LIS
The nature of research and
the need for RDM
The DCC curation lifecycle
model
Key institutions and projects
in RDM
What is data?
Managing data
Case studies: research
projects
Case study: Institutional
context, and conclusions

• Eight sessions
• Each equivalent to about half a
day of study
• Consist of introduction, slides,
activity sheets, resources

Learning material produced by RDMRose
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/is/research/pro
jects/rdmrose

Philosophy behind the curriculum
• Need to understand perspective of researchers; empathy and
understanding of research; researcher led
• Open ended context demands exploration of issues, with individual
professional reflecting on how issues relate to their own role and
how the library organisation might change
• Research-led / Inquiry based learning
• More than about lists of competencies/knowledge, also about
professional identity; emphasis on reflection; Accessible via
different potential roles in RDM
• Need to understand perspective of other professional services:
especially research office, computing service, archives and records
managers
• Practical: engage with data, real documents, talk to researchers
• Not for specialist curators or data analysts
Cox, A. Verbaan, E. & Sen, B. (2012). Upskilling Liaison Librarians for Research Data Management.
November 2012, Ariadne Issue 70 http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/issue70/cox-et-al

A sample of the activities
• Carrying out an interview with a researcher about their work
(and present back to the group); also looking at some theories
about research
• Design of a guidance web site
• Reading Data Management Plans; reading the local RDM
policy; reading job descriptions; writing potential collection
policies for an institutional repository
• Analysing recordings of fairly substantial interviews with five
researchers (available as sound recordings and transcriptions
from the RDMRose web site)
– Should be on iTunesu soon

• Discussing research and professional staff stakeholders
perspectives through a complex fictional case study

How we have used the material
• Eight half-day workshops
• Four day-long workshops e.g. with NoWal (c25
staff from 8 institutions)
• Three day-long workshops e.g. with a London
University (35 staff)
• Single day workshops e.g. with UKeIG & a
Welsh consortium
• A 12 week, semester long optional module for
FT Masters students

How can you use the learning
materials?
• Gain a systematic grounding in RDM, through
self-directed CPD
• Undertake targeted learning about an RDM
topic that is key for your role
• Reuse material or ideas for teaching your
library colleagues and others (we may be
able to help!)
• Come to Sheffield to take RDM as a module on
one of our Masters courses

Topics and their importance
1) The basics of
Research Data
Management
2) The potential LIS
roles in RDM
3) Exemplars of LIS
roles in RDM from other
institutions
5) DCC curation
lifecycle model
7) DCC web site
structure, contents and
tools
8) How research is
important to HEIs and
how it is governed
9) The social
organisation of academic
research: disciplines,
specialities,
interdisciplinarity
10) Perspectives of
researchers, from the
inside
14) How to check
compliance to funders’
data policy
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Rate your current level
of knowledge/experience
0= none
4= expert

0=not important
4= very important

Topics and their importance
Importance of
topic

Current knowledge Current knowledge

Importance of
topic

Change in current
knowledge (8-1)
session 1
15) Institutional policies on RDM,
including the local policy
17) How to persuade a researcher
that data management is important
20) Understanding of the
perspective of the Research office
on RDM
22) Knowledge of who is who in
library/research office/computing
service
23) Key messages about data
management best practice for
researchers
26) Sources for reusable data you
might want to promote to
researchers
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Cox AM, Verbaan E & Sen BA (2014) A Spider, an Octopus, or an Animal Just Coming into Existence?
Designing a Curriculum for Librarians to Support Research Data Management.
Journal of eScience Librarianship, 3(1).

WICKED WAYS IN RDM

About the Wicked Ways project
• The purpose of the project
– Evaluate the “wicked problem” concept and methodologies for
dealing with them – in the context of RDM and more widely
– Co-produce a design for an Open Educational Resource
– Think about how to open up sustainable channels for cross
boundary knowledge sharing

• Format:
• Two workshops
– Wicked problems and leadership
– Scenario planning and problem mapping

• Staff from a number of institutions, working in RDM – IT,
library or research admin backgrounds

“Wicked problem” /
“social mess”: the short list
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The problem is unique;
There are different (perhaps
incommensurable) views of the problem
and contradictory solutions;
The problem is linked to other problems;
There is a lack of information about
current state of affairs;
There are cultural, economic and other
constraints on any solution;
There are numerous possible intervention
points;
Considerable uncertainty, ambiguity and
risk;
The problem is not “solvable” (eg there is
no technical solution or no one person or
group who can solve it).

Cox AM, Pinfield S & Smith J (2014)
“Moving a brick building: UK libraries coping with RDM as a “wicked” problem”.
Journal of Librarianship and Information Science

Leadership for wicked problems
1. Relationships not structures
2. Reflection not reaction
3. Positive deviance not negative acquiescence
4. Negative capability
5. Constructive dissent not destructive consent
6. Collective intelligence not individual genius
7. Community of fate not a fatalist community
8. Empathy not egotism
Grint (2008)

• Problem mapping

• Scenario planning

http://wickedways.group.shef.ac.uk/

Key issues
• Who should the training be for: librarians…
other support staff… multiple institutions…
• Measuring impact: from satisfaction… to
learning …to impact
• What makes really reusable resources?
• What is the next step in developing learning
materials over the next couple of years?

